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Start your day off with 4-6 ounces (roughly 30-40 grams) of protein. Protein will boost your
adrenals, balance out your hunger-fullness hormones, eliminate sugar cravings, and provide
you will strong mental focus and a clear head all day long.

Spend time with friends who elevate you, support you, and will tell you hard truths even
when you don’t want to hear them. A true friend will hold up a mirror—not a magnifying
glass—with only your best interests at heart. A true friend will call you out on your issues
with love in her heart all the while. To paraphrase Oprah, most people want to ride in the
limo with you; it’s the ones who stick around when your car breaks down who are truly worth
keeping in your life.

When you’re questioning yourself and your eating intentions, check in with yourself. Ask
yourself what you really, truly want to eat and what will make you satisfied. It’s so easy to
get caught up in the trap of what you think your body needs versus what your heart knows
it needs. There’s a fine line between the two, but if you can reconcile that line, and get out
of your head and into your heart, you’ll create space for yourself to just listen and let the
answers come.

If you’re waiting for things to be “just right” before you take that next vacation, embark in a
relationship, look for a new job, or stay present in your life…pump your brakes. Your time is
actually RIGHT NOW, and your ability to have what you want and be happy is within your reach
TODAY. But it requires radical thinking and absolute fearlessness. What would it feel like to
let go of all the expectations you’ve been holding on to for probably some time now?   Once
you decide to let go of your beliefs about the way things are supposed to be and embrace
your current place of the way things are, it will set you free.
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Don’t let perfection be the enemy of good. We can always do more, be more, post the perfect
selfie, keep editing our social media posts until we write what we *think* other people want,
keep putting out material that is disingenuous and that no one feels connected to...and never
get anything done—OR—we can write and create from our hearts, showing our true selves to
the world, and light up our own unique sparkle and shine from within.
When we can do our best, give ourselves permission to be “good enough”, and know that we
are adding value to our own lives and the lives of others, we create a ripple effect that changes
the world.

Keep a journal and write down whatever you’re feeling to clear your head. When you’re done
with your journal entry, write down five things you’re grateful for that happened in your day.

Permissiveness is the antidote to shame and the gateway to pleasure. How many times have
you spent feeling guilty or apologizing for your food while you ate it?
“I’m so bad...”
“I shouldn’t be eating this...”
“I’m so fat...”
“I’ll go and workout later and starve myself tomorrow...”
ENOUGH! This food shaming has got to stop.
If you want to eat chocolate, eat chocolate. If you want to drink booze, drink booze. If you
want do a face plant in a plate of wings, do it. Just take ownership of it, be present in the
moment and take time to feel the absolute pleasure of eating exactly what you want when
you want it.
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Learn to actually run TOWARDS fear instead of away from it. Each and every time you
do this, it will bring you to a place even better than you could have imagined. And at
the end of the day, what are you really afraid of? What is the absolute worst thing that
could REALLY happen? What has always helped me push through fear is to know that
NOT doing anything and avoiding taking risks would be 1000 times worse than any other
outcome. We all think we don’t need permission to do things, but maybe we do... from
ourselves.

We have a choice every day: Either ignore our problems, or tend to them so they go
away. Instead of fighting your battles, try leaning into them—especially if it’s what your
body needs. We all struggle with old, tired habits that no longer serve us. There comes
a time to let them go and make room for change.
• What if you spent some time playing detective with your body?  
• What if you regularly did a body, life, and emotional scan and gave yourself the
space to think about EXACTLY what items in your life needed attention?
• What if you went full tilt into those changes and gave yourself time and space to
figure out if and how those changes were serving you?
Tending to your spiritual garden will foster beautiful growth down the road.

Write down your goals. Research shows that people who put pen to paper and write down
their goals are 95% more likely to achieve those goals. It has worked for me every time.
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ASK the Universe/God/Higher Powers That Be for the answers to your questions. Each and
every morning, set your intent for that day and ask for exactly what you need. Be mindful
of each little sign that affirms you’re heading in the right direction. The path may not flow
exactly as you intended, but trust that the opportunities that do present themselves are
lighting up the path you need to take.

Pay attention to the signs around you that show you that you are on the right path. If your
goal is to make more money, start recording every paycheck, pieces of money found on
the ground, generous gifts from others...every penny counts. Meditate on the phrase
“God prospers me now.” Open your heart to money and allow yourself to welcome money
into your life.

Surround yourself with people who elevate you, inspire you to grow, and believe in you.
You need this energy around you when you’re trying to reach your goals. Let go of old,
stale relationships that hijack your energy and fracture your focus. Find people who are
doing exactly what you want to do in life and take them out for coffee. Better yet, hire
them to coach you and help you get a roadmap in place!

Practice patience. Be realistic with your goals and know that they will happen. They may
not happen exactly when you want them to, or they may happen far sooner than you
expect. Either way, know and trust that good things are a’coming.

Conquer fear and anxiety by learning to TRUST. Fear and anxiety is rarely based on
evidence or rooted in reality. Think about it--when was the last time your fears ACTUALLY
came true? When we start going down the road of “What ifs...”, we need to stop ourselves
and ask “When has this really ever happened?” If we don’t have solid evidence to support
our fears, then we can grow confident that our fears won’t ever be realized, and we can let
go and trust that things will actually work out for the best.
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Overcoming fears builds power, clears emotional blocks, and lets us persevere so we have
the courage to boldly go forth with our vision.
When we manifest our deepest desires and ask the big ol’ Universe to give us the things in
life we want, the Laws of Attraction have no choice but to send them our way.
Trust that all you manifest each and every day will work out.
Trust that the Universe has in store for you exactly what you manifest. Trust that no matter
what the outcome, it’s for the best, because this is your path.

Get comfortable with being uncomfortable. We can’t prepare ourselves for every outcome
or know what tools we use will ultimately be a success. And we don’t have to. What we
do need to know is that the process of change can be an uncomfortable journey. And that
the discomfort is the exact sign we need to show us that we’re on the exact path we need
to be on.
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Most of us think that healing or resolving issues is a linear progression:
If I eat healthy--> I will lose weight--> Then I’ll love my life.
If I have sex more--> My marriage will be healthy--> Then I’ll be happy.
If I lose 10 pounds--> I’ll feel better about myself--> All my body image problems will
disappear and I’ll have an easy relationship with food.
For the lucky few, this is true, and the process is effortless. But for most of us, the root of
the problem goes way deeper. If we can give ourselves space to figure out where we’re
struggling, and stay present in the process, then we can bust through stubborn blocks and
give ourselves permission to get the results we want.
True healing has deep, rich layers that we must learn from. As we peel off each layer, those
specific lessons will reveal themselves. And in the process we have to come to terms with
each lesson and take full responsibility for ourselves during the journey. No one can take
this journey or do the work for you; the trip is yours and yours alone.
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Fall more in love with yourself. Once we get to that point where we’re ready to embrace
big, powerful changes, get crystal clear on our goals, and fearlessly let go of our stories
that no longer serve us...change happens. Falling in love with yourself entails embracing
who you are, and showing yourself to the world.
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Perfection does not exist. Radical self-acceptance does. Which will you choose? Taking
ownership over your perfectly imperfect self will not only bring you great joy, but will
inspire others to embrace and celebrate their so-called flaws, too.

Take charge of your life. Instead of letting things happen to you, why not make the choice
to be proactive and do something about it? Happier people don’t necessarily have a better
life; they just have a better perspective.

Believe in failure. All failure really is is an opportunity to learn and grow from our mistakes.
The willingness to fail is all you need to set yourself up for growth and success.
Just because you don’t reach your goals doesn’t mean you are a failure--it just means
you need to reassess your plan. Learn to grow from your failures with unwavering,
unapologetic, powerful commitment—that’s where you’ll see your results.

Change your story and dump your inner victim. If you feel you’ve been on the receiving
end of some seriously unfair treatment, here’s some tough love for you: it’s time to change
the story you tell yourself every time you feel like you’ve been wronged. This will put you
in a place of power and choice and free will.
What has happened to you is already a past event and doesn’t belong in the present or
the future. So go ahead and clear it out. When we take ownership over a situation--even
though the situation may not have been our choice--we get our power back, and we heal.
Instead of saying, “I can’t believe this happened to me!” you can ask yourself “How can
I take control over the situation?” Dumping your inner victim and manifesting powerful
changes lets your subconscious work on change while the rest of you goes about your day
and moving forth with your life.
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When you let go of how you think things should be and instead trust that they are they
way they’re supposed to be, opportunities will present themselves to you in amazing and
effortless ways. (Just make sure to keep your eyes peeled ;-))

Steer clear of smoke and mirrors. Smoke and mirrors are super prevalent these days.
Everyone shares their best moments on social media, but we have no idea what’s
really going on behind the scenes. That’s all well and good, but it makes you a slave to
perfection—especially if you’re too afraid to show the world the true you!
Instead of worrying about what others will think or slapping yourself with a heavy hand of
judgment, try owning your body, eating, and makeup-free self—and let it all hang out for
the world to see. Showing the world only the “good” side of yourself isn’t doing you any
favors (and it’s super exhausting to keep that up anyway). Showing the world all sides of
you makes you human, sexy, messy, relatable, and real. Set yourself free and let everyone
know all the gifts you possess exactly as you are~no smoke and mirrors needed.

Instead of making a To-Do list, why not make a To-Don’t list? Most of us are in a constant
struggle with feeling a sense of “Life Overwhelm”. We all want to be the perfect friend,
daughter, wife, sister, mother, employee, and anything else we can possibly add to our
plate. And yet when we take on more and More and MORE stuff...we get resentful. And
bitter. And depressed (which makes us feel like crap about ourselves).
Overwhelming yourself with MORE tasks will actually make you LESS productive. So if
you’re doing too much, make a To-Don’t list. A To-Don’t list is a list of things that are no
longer important to you or causing too much stress in your life to take on. Letting go of
tasks frees up emotional, mental, and physical space. That leads to free flowing, creative
thinking that will bring you in greater alignment with things you actually enjoy doing.
And...here’s the sweet rub: you’ll actually have the time to go and do them!

You owe no one any apologies, explanations, or justifications for your life choices. Period.
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Grow and expand your mind by reading books that inspire and touch you every night
before bed. It will not only clear your head for the day and signal your body that it’s
time to unwind and rest, but also get your subconscious working on the concepts you’re
attracted to.

We often think we need permission to do things, but maybe the only people we really
need permission from are ourselves. So if you need to give yourself permission to get
results for yourself, now is probably a good time. Your ego has zero business hijacking
your hopes and dreams—you deserve to have the life you’ve always wanted to have. So
please—and I say this with love—get out of your own way so you can get down to business
and move forth with your life.

You are the only one writing checks from your emotional bank account.
The moment you play the victim card and blame someone else for stealing emotional cash
from that account--you hand over your power. The moment you feel that life is happening
TO YOU instead of understanding that life happens BECAUSE OF YOU--you hand over your
power.
Your willingness to take ownership over your choices and actions will not only build wealth
and make you emotionally rich, but you’ll never run out of happiness or self-awareness
again. Acknowledging that you ALWAYS have a choice is essential in building emotional
wealth. Knowing that every choice you’ve made in life has actually been entirely deliberate
is essential in building emotional wealth.
You are where you are in life because of the choices you’ve made. There’s no good or bad-just where you’re at.
So be sure to know the hand you’ve played in getting yourself there--and decide what you
want to do about it.
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We humans love to make things more complicated than they need to be. Especially when
it comes to eating.
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So if you’re feeling unsure about what to eat, just eat real food:
Breakfast can be eggs + fruit
Lunch can be a salad or soup
Dinner can be a sweet potato, fish and spinach
Snacks = nuts, fruit, turkey slices, or yogurt
See how simple life can be? It’s just that easy. If you’re still confused by all of this, think
about how you FEEL in a day-- If your Hunger, Energy and Cravings are all in check, then
you’re eating right for you.
Also remember what works for you will NOT work for someone else. We are all biochemically
unique and need to find our own special secret sauce of what fuels us. This may change
over time as your body ages; that’s okay, too.
So keep it real and keep it simple with your eats--your body will love you for it.
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YOU DON’T NEED TO WORK HARDER. OR SMARTER.
You don’t need to follow ANOTHER diet plan just because your co-worker or friend is doing
it.
You don’t need a list of all the things that you think are wrong with you because you’re not
on this plan.
You don’t need to work out two hours every day.
Or take on more of everything and feel like you’re just spinning your wheels without
reaching any goals whatsoever.
You just need to BE.
Because when you’re wickedly present in your own life and nourish your mind with free,
uninterrupted, unencumbered thinking, your soul will tell you exactly which tasks to take
on--and which ones to set free.
DOING LESS = BEING MORE PRESENT==> POSITIVE FLOW
More positive thinking leads to manifestation.
Manifestation leads to action.
Action leads to fulfillment.
Fulfillment leads to happiness, joy, and the ability to live the exact life you want on your
own terms.
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Move. Every day—even if it’s only for 10 minutes. Your body, mind, and morale will
thank you for it.

Persistence and tenacity will unleash your power. About 10 years ago, I was interviewing
for a position as the head nutritionist at Dr. Perricone’s spa on Madison Avenue. Problem
was, the building had not even opened yet. I spent the next year reaching out the veep
of the company, always staying in touch, and we got to know each other over 4 lunches
throughout the course of the year. “I admire your tenacity,” she told me over one of
those lunches.
Once the spa opened, I was there for almost 5 years. A lot went down during that time:
I got connected to my literary agent and published my first book.
I traveled all over the country.
I was on television numerous times.
I learned the art and science of sales.
I made wonderful friends who I still love and adore
Had I given up and not aggressively pursued what I wanted and kept my eye on the prize,
none of the above would not have happened. Before my year of magical opportunity, I
was at an all-time low in my career. I had closed my private practice post-9/11 and was in
debt. I wanted to walk away from nutrition altogether. But I stuck it out because I felt it
calling out to me. And everything turned around as a result.
The psychologist William James wrote about the theory of getting your second wind-mentally, emotionally, and physically. He wrote about persevering against failure until
you reach your second wind. Even during times of failure, he kept going. As a result, he
tapped into new reserves of strength and gained his second wind--and eventually his
third, and even his fourth. New energy would flow in from nowhere to produce new
power and victory for him.
In times of crisis, we all have the potential to release untapped power. Ironically, this
power would never be released unless there was an urgent and painful need.
So know this: your most CHALLENGING times are only an indication that GREAT POWER
is calling on you to work for you and through you.
Unleash that power--especially in your darkest hour.
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Stop taking everyone else’s advice. Why? Because all the answers you need are inherently
inside of you. It’s one thing if you’ve hired a coach or professional help guide you and
create a roadmap for your outcome.
But aside from that--and even then--the only advice that you should listen to is the advice
that comes from knowing you’re doing the right thing.
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How do we know we’re doing the right thing? By listening to our hearts and listening
to our guts. Often times I struggle with knowing if I’m making the right choice. So I’ve
simplified the process by telling myself if it’s not a HELL YES, then it’s a RESOUNDING NO.
But if it is taking a long time to make a decision and the answer really isn’t clear, sometimes
I give it time and space to air out and breathe. And if it’s still not a hard yes after all this
time, or I’m thinking “This seems like a good idea BUT...” then I know the answer is no.
You have to trust the process and set things free. And trust that if you’re saying no to one
opportunity, another opportunity will come along as a result.
So trust yourself.
Trust that the answers are inside of you.
Trust that setting opportunities free means you’re holding space for other ones to come
along.
Trust that you possess ALL the wisdom you need to make the right choice for you.

LOG YOUR WINS EVERY DAY
I love the Winstreak app to help you log your wins every day. It’s a great reminder to
document and celebrate all the positive efforts you’re putting forth each day.
Whenever I’m coaching a client, we always start the conversation off by asking “What
were your Wins this week?” Staying positive when you’re shifting your life for the better
is always key.
Even if you don’t reach all your goals every day (some days will be better than others), you
should always celebrate every win--big or small.

SUCCESS
Your ability to succeed in this life depends solely on two things:
1. Your ability to adapt to change.
2. Your ability to sit in uncomfortable spaces and actually draw guidance from where
those spaces are telling you to go.
What do you need to let go of and what do you need to embrace to make yourself a
success?
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I never weigh myself any more- instead I just have a couple of well-tailored pieces that fit
me like a glove. If they get too snug, I have all the info I need about my body.
No need to beat myself up over a number I’m not connected to; just the reality of whether
my clothes fit or not.
Sweet relief!

I used to put so much pressure on myself to be in an exercise routine or program. I
approached it with dread because it was something I felt I had to do to get fit. I became
a very unfulfilled slave to the schedule and although I became stronger, I did not see the
lean body I was aiming for.
So I took a giant step back and stopped obsessing and worrying about whether or not I was
doing what I was supposed to be doing and intuitively listened to where my body, heart
and mind wanted to be.
I haven’t felt this good in ages.
I fit into all my old clothes- skinny jeans and all.
I stretch and meditate every day and my body is in better alignment.
I go for long walks and move daily.
I lift weights only when the desire calls to me.
I focus on all the amazing and beautiful things my body can do on a daily basis.
That’s it.

When it comes to movement, simplicity and intuition rule my roost these days.
Spend time finding what you LOVE to do. You will get so much more out of the experience.
Just because something works for other people doesn’t mean it will work for you.

Take time to meditate by the ocean (or imagine you are at the ocean). Envision each wave
that comes in is cleansing your body, and each wave that goes out is releasing what is no
longer serving you. The simplicity of healing and renewal will feed your soul and nourish
your heart.
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So many of us are blocked and stuck because the pain of letting go of the old and familiar
beats embracing the scary and the new. We can’t give up drinking, sugar, or foods that
inflame us because we tie our identities in to those foods.
We can’t move forth with our entrepreneurial ideas because the thought of having all the
cash and freedom we wish for means the pressure to perform and the stakes get even
higher.
We tell ourselves the same stories over and over again because we are so invested in
letting that story define who we are instead of rewriting the story to build ourselves a new
future.
So we stay stuck where we’re at, afraid to move, but unhappy where we are.
But here’s the hard but loving truth: the only person keeping you stuck is YOU. So why not
give the alternative a whirl?
Why not take a month off booze?
Why not cut out sugar?
Why not give your body permission to do what it really wants to do and release those extra
pounds?
Why not hire a coach and hold yourself accountable to 3 actionable steps this month?
Why not actually be in charge and fully responsible to what goes on in your life?
Life doesn’t happen TO you; it happens BECAUSE of you.
When you allow yourself to reach for greatness, you’ll never be a slave to yourself (or
anyone else) again.
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When you manifest greatness for yourself--you will have greatness.
When you choose your language to reflect the life you want as if you already have it--you
will have results.
Your words become your beliefs.
Your beliefs become your actions.
Your actions become your behaviors.
You are nobody’s bitch except the one you choose to be.
Take the steps you need to bravely and boldly move forth with your new truths that are
already becoming your new normal.
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No matter what your illness, your journey, or your story...healing is ALWAYS possible in all
ways. Never give up hope. Take steps every day to work on your healing: eat nutritious,
whole foods; meditate; surround yourself with loving and supportive people; connect to
nature; breathe; and forgive yourself. You’re not at fault for falling ill, but you are in charge
of getting well. So you will.

No one will ever give you permission to get results for yourself; the task lies in allowing
yourself to have those results.
The sooner you stop asking for permission, the easier it gets to have exactly what your
heart desires.

Finding your bliss is about empowerment, not judgment.
As a nutritionist, I used to feel immense pressure to lead by example when it came to
eating healthfully. To me this meant I had to walk the walk 100% of the time--especially
in public. So I would hold back when it came to indulging in a place where all the world
could see and skipped out on chocolate cake, cookies, and anything else I deemed offplan.
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What I didn’t realize was that enjoying a piece cake WAS walking the walk. It’s called
reality. By giving myself permission to be publicly human, I wiped away all pressure and
expectations for perfection. Only then could I truly be a leader to my tribe, because it
was the ultimate example that they could be human, too.
Balance is gorgeous.
Permissiveness is the antidote to shame.
Perfectly imperfect is FREEDOM.
Living life this way is low-maintenance and stress-free. By holding space for our selfimposed limitations to expand and become limitLESS, we allow ourselves to breathe and
be present in the moment.
When we taste something that is no longer forbidden, it loses its power. It’s no longer
seductive and sexy -- it’s just pure pleasure that we can indulge in should we choose to.
Or not.
Eating healthfully requires no permission, pressure or guilt. Once you open up the
gateway to indulging on purpose, food will never get in the way of your achievements
again.
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Here’s the thing most people DON’T know about weight loss: The amount of weight you
are willing to lose is really how you feel about yourself.
My coaching practice is a virtual confession booth. Which means I get to hear a LOT of
stories:
“Well I’m going to a party so I HAVE to drink.”
“I don’t want to feel deprived if I go on a diet.”
“I’ll only be happy when I lose weight.”
“I’m not sexy because I’m overweight.”
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When I hear these statements being tossed around, I call them all into question.
These stories may be YOUR truths, but that doesn’t mean they ARE true.
They are simply the stories you tell yourself to avoid the pain of actually LETTING yourself
have what you WANT.
For many of us, it’s so much easier to stay stuck in a rut and feel victimized by our
choices than to actually have the balls to go for what we want.
Plain and simple, it’s safer there.
Losing weight and getting what you want puts you out there as a success. People will
notice you more, become attracted to your power, and look to you as a leader. You will
naturally get more attention.
And that’s scary as hell for a lot of us (not to mention uncomfortable, too).
Because when you stop holding yourself back and get out of your own way, you will
unleash a power you may have never felt before.
Maybe no one has ever told you that you were good enough before. Or powerful. Or
beautiful. Or perfect just the way you are.
But you were perfect then and you are perfect now. And once you realize that, success at
weight loss will just become a by-product of how you see yourself.
Don’t you just love how the Universe works?
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The way you speak to yourself will determine IF and HOW you succeed.
Your words are far more powerful than you think. They are the stories you tell yourself and
the messages you send to your brain.
Your words ARE the clearest manifestation of your actions. So please use your language for
the greater power of good so you can get the hell out of your own way!
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INSTEAD OF THIS...
I can’t drink.
I am fat.
I never lose weight.
I have no willpower.
I’m stuck.
I’m going to try.
I can’t do this.
I’ll do it tomorrow.
TRY THIS...
I am healthy.
My body is releasing weight.
I am dialing in to what my body needs.
I am open to receiving messages that serve me.
I’m scheduling my workouts Monday/Wednesday/Fridays at 8am.
I am doing this.
My time is NOW.
Only when you change your self-talk will you change your results. But when you do...magic
happens.
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You deserve to have the body you want.
You deserve to weigh what you want.
You deserve to fill your body with nutritious, colorful, energizing, REAL foods.
You deserve to wakeup without a hangover in the morning.
You deserve movement every day.
You deserve love.
You deserve a life free of excuses and half-truths that are holding you back and keeping
you stuck.
So bet on yourself.
Give yourself the chance to push yourself past your goals.
Stick with the discomfort--it’s only temporary.
Get out of your own way.
THIS is love.
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It’s *so* easy to become overloaded with information, isn’t it? But more information
isn’t necessarily better--especially if it clogs up your pathway to success and stops you
from intuiting what your body really needs.
So the next time you start questioning your exercise and nutrition choices and start
diving deep into research on protein, carbs, and fat, ask yourself this:
“WILL THE ANSWER MAKE ME FEEL MORE CONFUSED AND QUESTION EVERYTHING I’VE
BEEN DOING UP UNTIL NOW?”
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If so, shut it down. Here’s why:
1. YOU are your best resource - not the scientific research. Yes of course you should know
that eating donuts will drive up your body fat more than a chicken breast, but assuming
you’re already eating healthfully, more research won’t always do you any favors.
2. Start to create space to play. Eat more carbs and protein on the days you work out,
less on the days you don’t. See how that creates changes in your body (or not).
3. There’s no right or wrong, here--just good information for the best test subject in the
world--YOU.
4. Pay attention to your hunger, energy, and cravings. If you are draggin’ your wagon
at 4pm, try adding in some protein at breakfast and see if it resolves. If you are craving
sweets on the days you work out, try adding in more fresh fruit or complex carbs during
the day to quell those cravings.
5. Practice patience and don’t sweat the micros. Think big rocks: whole foods, 10
servings of veggies and fruit per day, quality protein like grass-fed meats and wild caught
seafood, complex carbs like sweet potatoes, winter squash, beans and lentils. Switch up
your workouts every 4 weeks. Lift heavy weights or play with the tempos.
6. Get plenty of sleep, sex, and baths (not necessarily in that order)!

What’s the best way to get over being pissed off at someone?
Meditate, send them love, and wish them well.
I read a great quote by Byron Katie that basically said that it only takes a person one
minute to piss you off--then the rest is on you. If you spend hours, days, months and
years being angry at the other person, who do you think is truly suffering here?
So forgive the other person and forgive yourself. It will come back to you in surprising
and loving ways - and will free up your energy to connect to those who truly love you
and want to support you in life.
When you talk, the universe is listening. Keep those vibes positive!
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